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Across Down 
    

1 Soaring, power-pop ballad by Eden Golan  1 Member of race of refined talking horses 

 and official Israeli entry for Eurovision 2024   encountered in last of famous voyages of  

 initially barred for breaking rule of political   Captain Gulliver (located south of Australia) 

 neutrality but accepted after modification of 2 “… is the cancer of the world, which only the 

 lyrics (“flowers” changed to “powers” etc.),  surgeon’s knife of Fascism can cut out of the life  

 title change and removal of propagandistic   of the nations” Ezra Pound What is Money For? 

 allusions to current events 3 Greek letter forming (with χῖ) Christogram  

9 … Kosh B’Gosh Iconic US clothing line with  displayed by Constantine on vexillum after   

 signature hickory stripe bib overalls   vision of cross and words Ἐν Τούτῳ Νίκα on 

10 Pertaining to war at sea  eve of victorious battle of Milvian Bridge  

11 Synthetic element recently added to periodic 4 Someone who rises in forcible opposition to a 

 table also called Og after Russian physicist   lawful government (Q-anon shaman, bear spray  

 Yuri Oganessian known for leading role in   guy, zip-tie guy, zip-tie guy’s mom, Jenna 

 2016 discovery  (“Definitely not going to jail. Sorry I have  

12 Fred Flintstone’s boss at quarry  blonde hair white skin a great job a great future  

13 Yitzhak Rabin or yacht rock (initials)  and I’m not going to jail” Ryan etc., etc.) 

14 Regret bitterly 5 James Dean role (first name) (not Jim) (or Jet) 

15 Antonioni Vivaldi or Amanda Vanstone or 6 American movie queen (The Barefoot Contessa,  

 Andrew Veniamin (initials)  Pandora and the Flying Dutchman, The Snows  

16 Extravagant exaggeration for rhetorical or   of Kilimanjaro, Earthquake etc.) (first name) 

 propagandistic effect 7 What wood doesn’t float? WARNING tasteless 

19 Famous Siamese twin brother of Chang (said   joke (from 80s) (first name) 

 to have died of fright after sudden death in 8 Light refreshment in late morning (archaic) 

 night of conjoined sibling in 1874)  14 Tear violently into pieces particularly clothing  

20 Extravagant protuberance on cars in 1950s  in expression of anguish or grief 

 expressive of ebullience of post-war America 17 Past (French as in À la Recherche du Temps …) 

21 Large groups of people esp. when inscrutable 18 … Grammatology (Derrida), poverty … stimulus 

 and threatening  (Chomsky), Edge … Reality (Elvis) 

24 11th Sept (initials) 22 Phone number in case of emergency (not 911) 

25 Desolate land east of Eden where Cain was  23 Soldier of Allah (initials) 

 exiled after killing Abel 27 Last words of Dodi al Fayyad to driver Henri  

26 Slight, brief lowering and raising of head to  Paul, “You come with me and …” WARNING 

 signal recognition, assent or a surreptitious   tasteless joke (from 90s) 

 instruction to commence a prearranged plan  7 April 2024 

 


